Many thousand long non-coding (lnc) RNAs are mapped in the human genome. Time consuming studies using reverse genetic approaches by post-transcriptional knock-down or genetic modification of the locus demonstrated diverse biological functions for a few of these transcripts. The Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection in haploid KBM7 cells is a ready-to-use tool for studying protein-coding gene function. As lncRNAs show remarkable differences in RNA biology compared to protein-coding genes, it is unclear if this gene trap collection is useful for functional analysis of lncRNAs. Here we use the uncharacterized LOC100288798 lncRNA as a model to answer this question. Using public RNA-seq data we show that LOC100288798 is ubiquitously expressed, but inefficiently spliced. The minor spliced LOC100288798 isoforms are exported to the cytoplasm, whereas the major unspliced isoform is nuclear localized. This shows that LOC100288798 RNA biology differs markedly from typical mRNAs. De novo assembly from RNA-seq data suggests that LOC100288798 extends 289kb beyond its annotated 3' end and overlaps the downstream SLC38A4 gene. Three cell lines with independent gene trap insertions in LOC100288798 were available from the KBM7 gene trap collection. RT-qPCR and RNA-seq confirmed successful lncRNA truncation and its extended length. Expression analysis from RNA-seq data shows significant deregulation of 41 protein-coding genes upon LOC100288798 truncation. Our data shows that gene trap collections in human haploid cell lines are useful tools to study lncRNAs, and identifies the previously uncharacterized LOC100288798 as a potential gene regulator.
Introduction
Long non-coding (lnc) RNAs can regulate gene expression and are abundant in the genomes of various organisms. 1 The human genome has been reported to contain about 60,000 lncRNA genes 2 and an increasing number is suggested to play important roles in cancer and other diseases. 3, 4 Moreover, several lncRNAs were reported to serve as disease biomarkers 5, 6 and potential drug targets. [7] [8] [9] LncRNAs display a wide range of functions from nuclear scaffolding 10 to post-transcriptional mRNA regulation by "sponging" regulatory miRNAs, 11 transcriptional gene activation or repression by binding and guiding histone modifiers to target genes 12, 13 and silencing by transcription interference 14 (reviewed in 15 ). Apart from the basic difference between the functions of lncRNAs and mRNAs, lncRNAs also display a number of RNA biology features that make their identification and functional studies more challenging than that of protein-coding genes. 16 These features include: low, tissuespecific expression, 17 nuclear localization 18 and inefficient co-transcriptional splicing, 19, 20 transcription initiation from repeat rich regions 21 and unusually high isoform heterogeneity. 22 To date, the majority of functional lncRNA studies have depleted the lncRNA of interest via post-transcriptional knock-down approaches using shRNAs, 23 morpholinos 24 or modified DNA antisense oligos that target nuclear localized transcripts. 25 Based on the atypical RNA biology features described above, these approaches might not be generally suited to study a wide range of lncRNAs. For example, shRNAs are unlikely to target lncRNAs in the nucleus, 26 while morpholinos or antisense oligos might be difficult to design for targeting complex lncRNA loci expressing multiple lncRNA isoforms. Importantly, lncRNAs that act solely by their transcription will not be affected by post-transcriptional knockdowns. 14 Genetic manipulations might be a more universal approach to interfere with lncRNA function independent of RNA-biology features. These manipulations have become more feasible due to the emergence of fast and simple genome editing technologies such as CRISPR/Cas9. 27 One strategy is the genetic deletion of the whole gene body or the promoter of the lncRNA of interest. [28] [29] [30] [31] While this approach is appealing due to its relative simplicity, there is a risk of simultaneous deletion of potential genomic regulatory elements that could be located in the gene body of the targeted lncRNA, which can make the interpretation of the resulting phenotype problematic. 16, 32 Therefore genetic insertion of transcriptional terminator sequences, or "gene traps" may be preferable to gene deletions as they are less likely to disrupt regulatory elements.
Gene trap technology is based on the insertion of "truncation cassettes," typically containing polyA signals, shortly after the transcriptional start site (TSS) of the lncRNA to stop RNA Polymerase II transcription and create functional lncRNA "knock-outs". Gene trap mutagenesis has been used extensively in the mouse to identify and study protein-coding genes. 33 Classical gene trap cassettes carry a strong splice acceptor and a reporter protein terminated by a strong polyA signal. This cassette is introduced into the cell line using retroviral vectors that cause random integration into the genome. If the cassette integrates into the gene body of a transcribed gene in the correct transcriptional orientation, transcription will be stopped. 34 An analysis of mouse lines carrying gene trap insertions that had the goal to identify key genes expressed during embryonic development, led to the isolation of the lncRNA called gene trap locus 2 (Gtl2) gene. 35 It is also known as maternally expressed 3 (Meg3), since it is exclusively expressed from the maternally inherited allele, a phenomenon known as genomic imprinting. 36 Gtl2/Meg3 was shown to be functional in mouse development 37, 38 and human disease. 39 Subsequently a targeted approach was used to introduce polyA signals from rabbit b globin or simian virus 40 to truncate the imprinted Airn, Kcnq1ot1 and Ube3a-as lncRNAs in mice, as occurs in gene trap truncations. These approaches successfully stopped lncRNA transcription and identified these lncRNAs as transcriptional regulators of developmentally important protein-coding genes. [40] [41] [42] [43] The advent of genome editing tools such as zinc finger nucleases opened the possibility to use similar approaches also for human cells. In this way polyA containing truncation cassettes were targeted at the abundantly expressed MALAT1 lncRNA causing efficient truncation in a number of human cell lines. 44 Insertion of a truncation cassette may interrupt cisacting genetic elements, and although this is notably less likely than with gene body deletions, it should be controlled for. Such controls include insertion of the truncation cassette at different sites, creating lncRNA truncations of different lengths, or the use of non-functional truncation cassette insertions. 32 An important advantage of the gene trap approach is the possibility to restore lncRNA transcription by removing the stop cassette. 45 However, restoration of lncRNA function will only be possible if continuous expression is required for function. 32, 46 Taken together, this indicates that the truncation of lncRNAs is a useful tool to study their function in both mouse and human, and in particular gene trap insertion is a well-controlled high-throughput method to achieve this.
While tools to perform genetic manipulations in mouse and human systems are becoming faster and simpler, the creation of a human cell line carrying a lncRNA truncation may still require optimization and thus is time consuming and resource intensive. Therefore it would be beneficial to use existing lncRNA knockout resources to rapidly investigate a lncRNA of interest. Such a resource was reported for proteincoding genes as the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection". 45 This library is comprised of a collection of monoclonal cell lines that carry an insertion of a gene trap cassette in the gene body of a large number of genes. 45 The cell line used to establish this resource is a nearly haploid (except for chromosome 8) malignant myeloid lineage cell line called KBM7. 47 As most chromosomes are present in only one copy, the integration of a gene trap cassette results in a full knock-out in KBM7 cells. Since the creation of this gene trap collection did not select for a particular type of genomic locus, it contains cell lines with gene trap cassettes inserted into protein-coding genes, as well as into transcribed non-coding regions, including various annotated lncRNAs (visit https://opendata. cemm.at/barlowlab/ for the location of all cassettes). Thus, the KBM7 "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" could represent a massive ready-to-use collection of lncRNA knockouts that may be useful for rapidly assessing human lncRNA function. Importantly, efficiency of a gene trap depends on splicing from a neighboring exon of the "trapped" gene to the gene trap cassette. 34 In the above described case of Gtl2/Meg3 efficient splicing was expected as this lncRNA produces a number of spliced isoforms. 48 While "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" has been proven to efficiently stop transcription of protein-coding genes, the usefulness of this approach to study lncRNAs is unclear, since it was shown that many of them are inefficiently spliced or completely unspliced. 19 In this study we aimed to close this knowledge gap and test if "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" can be successfully used for studying lncRNAs, even the inefficiently spliced ones. For this purpose we focused on a lncRNA, that was identified in a tiling array based study to be close to the SLC38A4 proteincoding gene and named "SLC38A4-down". 49 It is noteworthy that mouse Slc38a4 shows imprinted expression in extra-embryonic, embryonic and adult tissues 50 as well as in cell culture cells. 51 No lncRNA has been reported to be involved in regulating Slc38a4 imprinted expression which is, to date, considered a solo imprinted gene (http://igc.otago.ac.nz). Although SLC38A4 was not reported to show imprinted expression in human, the identification of SLC38A4-down lncRNA close to the SLC38A4 gene allowed the possibility that this lncRNA might be involved in transcriptional regulation of SLC38A4. SLC38A4-down lncRNA was predicted from its expression profile, that lacked exon peaks, to be mainly unspliced and was also shown to be nuclearlocalized. 49 These features make it an unsuitable target for a post-transcriptional knock-down approach. Importantly, we identified a number of gene trap insertions in the gene body of this lncRNA in the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" in the correct transcriptional orientation, which allowed us to use this lncRNA as a model in our study. We first identified that SLC38A4-down corresponds to the LOC100288798 lncRNA annotated by NCBI RNA reference sequences collection (RefSeq 52 ). Using publicly available RNA-seq data from various tissues and cellular fractions we found the LOC100288798 lncRNA to be ubiquitously expressed, inefficiently spliced and polyadenylated. Unspliced isoforms are retained in the nucleus, while minor spliced isoforms are exported to the cytoplasm. We also extended the annotation of this lncRNA by showing that it is twice as long as the annotated version, as it is transcribed over 500 kilobases (kb) and overlaps the SLC38A4 protein-coding gene in multiple tissues. Thus we suggest renaming it SLC38A4-AS lncRNA in accordance with recent lncRNA nomenclature guidelines. 53 We then obtained three independent KBM7 clones harboring gene trap cassettes in the body of SLC38A4-AS predicted to stop transcription 3kb and 100kb downstream of its transcription start. RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) of control and SLC38A4-AS truncated cell lines showed that SLC38A4-AS was efficiently truncated, which resulted in genome-wide gene expression changes. We applied further stringent filtering to identify a small list of the most plausible SLC38A4-AS targets. Based on this data we conclude that lncRNA truncations available in the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" are useful to study lncRNAs, making this resource a valuable tool for studying lncRNA function in a human system. In order to maximize the usefulness of this data for the scientific community we provide a UCSC genome browser hub to display all the RNA-Seq data as well as the information on gene trap insertion sites presented in this paper (https://opendata.cemm.at/barlowlab/).
Results
LOC100288798 is a ubiquitously expressed, inefficiently processed lncRNA LOC100288798 lncRNA is annotated by several reference gene databases including RefSeq 52 and GENCODE v19 (http://www.gencodegenes.org/releases/19.html, 54 ) as a 269kb lncRNA on human chromosome 12 ( Fig. 1A) .
LOC100288798 lncRNA was also identified by RNA-seq based human lncRNA annotation studies such as Cabili et al 17 and MiTranscriptome 2 (Fig. 1A) . It is an intergenic lncRNA that initiates from its own CpG island (CpG: 106) and is located between the SLC38A2 and SLC38A4 protein-coding genes ( Fig. 1A ). Despite the 35 spliced expressed sequence tags (ESTs) mapped to this locus (Human ESTs That Have Been Spliced public track at UCSC Genome Browser), LOC100288798 remains an uncharacterized lncRNA.
We characterized this lncRNA using publicly available human RNA-seq data. We first asked which tissues and cell types express LOC100288798 lncRNA using polyAC enriched and total (rRNA depleted) RNA-seq data from 34 healthy primary tissues and cell types as well as 4 normal and 3 malignant cell lines originating from different studies (total of 41 different cell types, 5 of which were replicated twice giving the total of 46 samples, Table S1A , Methods). We downloaded the raw RNA-seq data, aligned it with STAR 55 and obtained an average of 186 million uniquely mapped reads per sample (ranging from 16 to 371 million reads, Table S1A ). We next calculated expression levels of LOC100288798 lncRNA and its neighboring SLC38A2 and SLC38A4 genes by calculating average RPKMs of RefSeq annotated spliced isoforms (Methods). Fig. 1B shows the obtained expression profile in the 46 analyzed samples. This shows that SLC38A2 is highly expressed (RPKM>9) in every analyzed sample and its ubiquitous expression is known (http://www.proteinatlas.org/ENSG00000134294-SLC38A2/tissue). In contrast, SLC38A4 is expressed (RPKM > 0.5) in just 18/46 samples (which corresponds to 15/41 different cell/tissue types) with highest expression in liver and skeletal muscle, consistent with previous observations (The Human Protein Atlas: http://www.pro teinatlas. org/ENSG00000139209-SLC38A4/tissue, Expression Atlas: http://www.ebi.ac.uk/gxa/genes/ENSG00000139209). Similar to SLC38A2, the LOC100288798 lncRNA is expressed (RPKM>0.5) in all analyzed samples. Notably, the highest LOC100288798 lncRNA expression level, achieved in CD34 cells, is 48 fold lower than the highest expression level of SLC38A2 and 16 fold lower than that of SLC38A4, consistent with previous observations that lncRNAs are generally lower expressed than protein-coding genes. 17 We next asked if LOC100288798 lncRNA expression showed any correlation with the 2 nearby genes, since it is known that some lncRNAs can regulate their nearby protein-coding genes. 13, 40 Although LOC100288798 lncRNA and its closest gene SLC38A2 were both ubiquitously expressed, they did not show correlation in expression level (Pearson correlation D 0.17, 46 samples). This, together with the fact that their transcription start sites are separated by 11kb and located in 2 separate CpG islands, indicates that these 2 genes initiate from independent promoters, and while they seem to belong to the same transcription network, the regulation of their expression level may be independent. LOC100288798 lncRNA and SLC38A4 showed a striking difference in cell type expression profile and no correlation in expression among the tested tissues and cell types (Pearson correlation D 0.07, 46 samples), which indicates independent transcriptional regulation. When we analyzed correlation only in tissues that express both LOC100288798 lncRNA and SLC38A4, correlation between these 2 genes was still negligible (Pearson correlation D 0.11, 18 samples), although the small number of samples may impede the correlation analysis. In summary, we found that LOC100288798 is a ubiquitously, but lowly expressed lncRNA displaying no striking correlation with the expression of its neighboring protein-coding genes.
We next characterized the efficiency of LOC100288798 lncRNA splicing as it was previously reported that lncRNAs show reduced co-transcriptional splicing when compared to mRNAs. 19 We used publicly available total RNA-seq data (Table S1A) from 18/41 of the above described different cell types and estimated splicing efficiency for LOC100288798 lncRNA and 2 protein-coding genes TBP and SLC38A2 that were expressed in the same cell types. We calculated the average splicing efficiency of all Table S1A for details of abbreviations). Expression levels of SLC38A4 and LOC100288798 were calculated as average RPKMs of RefSeq isoforms (SLC38A2 -1 isoform: NM_018976, SLC38A4 -2 isoforms: NM_018018 and NM_001143824, LOC100288798 -5 isoforms: NR_125377, NR_125378, NR_125379, NR_125380, and NR_125381), values are displayed inside each cell. Heat map color legend is displayed on the left. (C) LOC100288798 lncRNA is variably spliced in different tissues. Heat map shows splicing efficiency (Methods) of LOC100288798 and 2 protein-coding genes TPB, SLC38A2 (well-spliced ubiquitously expressed protein coding gene controls) in publicly available total RNA-seq data (Table S1A) unique splice sites from all isoforms of the analyzed gene ( Fig. 1C ) by calculating RPKMs of exonic and intronic 45bp regions surrounding the splice site (Methods). As expected, both protein-coding genes showed high splicing efficiency with an average of 93.0% (TBP) and 96.5% (SLC38A2) among analyzed cell types. Importantly only 2 (for TBP) and one (for SLC38A2) cell types showed splicing efficiencies of less than 90%. The result was different for the LOC100288798 lncRNA. Here average splicing efficiency was 76.0%, with 14/18 cell types showing splicing efficiency of less than 90% and 7 -lower than 70%. It is noteworthy that low splicing efficiencies are not restricted to low expression levels. For example undifferentiated chondrocytes (59% splicing efficiency) and IMR90 cells (68% splicing efficiency) are in the top 25% and top 50% highest expressing tissues for the LOC100288798 lncRNA ( Fig. 1B) . This indicates that LOC100288798 lncRNA is less well spliced compared to protein-coding genes, and that splicing is variable in different cell types.
It has been reported that lncRNAs tend to be nuclear localized, 18, 56 and that nuclear export depends on the addition of a 3' polyA tail, which is connected to splicing. 57 To investigate the processing of LOC100288798 lncRNA we used publicly available ENCODE RNA-seq data from nuclear, cytoplasmic, as well as whole cell fractions (Table S1B ). Importantly, the RNA from each cell fraction was further divided into polyA enriched (pol-yAC) and polyA depleted (polyA-), thus providing a source of information about the polyadenylation and cellular localization of LOC100288798 lncRNA spliced/polyadenylated as well as unspliced isoforms. We first visually inspected the RNA-seq signal obtained from HeLa cells in the LOC100288798/SLC38A4 region using the ENCODE (CSHL) RNA-seq hub in the UCSC browser ( Fig. 1D ). The SLC38A4 protein-coding gene is not expressed in whole cell polyAC RNA-seq as indicated by the absence of RNA-Seq signal over exons on the reverse strand ( Fig. 1D , whole cell, top box, Arrow marked 'Rev'), consistent with our expression calculation ( Fig. 1B , RPKM of SLC38A4 D 0.00). In contrast, the forward strand showed abundant RNA-seq signals over LOC100288798 lncRNA exons in polyAC and over the whole gene body in polyA-RNA-seq data. Interestingly, the signal intensities in pol-yAC and polyA-data were comparable confirming inefficient splicing of LOC100288798 lncRNA ( Fig. 1D , whole cell, middle and bottom box, Arrow marked 'Forw'). In the cytoplasmic fraction, only spliced and polyadenylated isoforms of LOC100288798 lncRNA were detectable as RNA-seq signal over exons in the polyAC, but not in the polyA-fraction ( Fig. 1D, cytoplasm) . In the nuclear fraction, stronger RNA-seq signals were detectable over the LOC100288798 lncRNA gene body in polyA-than in the polyAC faction, and no clear enrichment of exonic signals was visible. This indicated that spliced isoforms of LOC100288798 lncRNA were exported to the cytoplasm, whereas mainly unspliced isoforms were retained in the nucleus.
To quantify this visual analysis we calculated RPKM values for LOC100288798 lncRNA and 2 control protein-coding genes, SLC38A2 and TBP, as well as for the XIST lncRNA, which is known to be polyadenylated, nuclear localized and well spliced. 58 We first estimated the efficiency of polyadenylation by calculating the ratio of RNA-seq signal in the PolyAC fraction over the PolyA-fraction (RPKMPAC/RPKMPA-, Fig. 1E ). We observed that all the 3 control genes, which are known to be polyadenylated, show ratios of »2-4 for both unspliced (whole gene body, purple bars) and spliced (blue bars) isoforms, indicating efficient polyadenylation of these transcripts. Spliced and unspliced isoforms of LOC100288798 lncRNA showed ratios smaller than 1, indicating inefficient polyadenylation of LOC100288798 lncRNA ( Fig. 1E , lncRNA). We next assessed the efficiency of cytoplasmic export by calculating the ratio of RNA-seq signals in the nuclear over the cytoplasmic cell fraction for both PolyAC and PolyA-RNA-seq datasets ( Fig. 1F ). As expected, PolyA-fraction showed high ratios for both spliced and unspliced isoforms of the 4 tested genes, indicating nuclear enrichment of unprocessed isoforms ( Fig. 1F , light blue and light purple bars). In contrast, the pattern of nuclear enrichment of polyadenylated spliced and unspliced isoforms differed notably between the analyzed genes ( Fig. 1F , blue and purple bars). While spliced and polyadenylated XIST isoforms were almost exclusively present in the nucleus (ratio: »500), similar processed isoforms of the proteincoding genes SLC38A2 and TBP showed low ratios, indicating no nuclear enrichment ( Fig. 1F ). Consistent with our conclusions from visual inspection, spliced isoforms of LOC100288798 lncRNA were exported to the cytoplasm and showed low ratios similar to the analyzed protein-coding genes (RPKM of spliced isoforms in the polyadenylated cytoplasmic fraction D 3.4, while RPKM of spliced isoforms in the polyadenylated whole cell fraction D 2.3, Fig. 1B ). Interestingly, unspliced isoforms of LOC100288798 lncRNA showed high ratios, indicating nuclear enrichment. Similar profiles were observed for LOC100288798 lncRNA in 4 other analyzed cell lines ( Fig. S1 , Table S1B ). In summary, this analysis showed that LOC100288798 lncRNA is inefficiently polyadenylated in comparison to SLC38A2, TBP and XIST. Whereas the small fraction of polyadenylated LOC100288798 lncRNA isoforms is exported to the cytoplasm, the major fraction consisting of unspliced isoforms is highly enriched in the nucleus. Therefore we show that LOC100288798 lncRNA polyadenylation and nuclear enrichment profiles are distinct from both XIST lncRNA and protein-coding genes.
De novo assembly of LOC100288798 exon structure identifies overlap with SLC38A4 Visual inspection of the RNA-seq data indicated that LOC100288798 transcription extends over the downstream SLC38A4 gene (see continuous RNA-seq signal in Fig. 1D ), in spite of RefSeq annotating the 3' end of LOC100288798 112kb upstream from SLC38A4 ( Fig. 2 top) . Interestingly, human spliced ESTs annotated continuous spliced transcripts overlapping SLC34A4 (Fig. 2 ). We next aimed to fully annotate LOC100288798 using publicly available RNA-seq data from multiple cell types. We limited this analysis to reads aligned to a 1 Mega base pairs (Mb) region (chr12:46,500,000- . Note that only selected transcripts are shown (11/167 de novo isoforms of LOC100288798 and 4/43 de novo isoforms of SLC38A4), and that both EST and transcriptome assembly data reveal extension of LOC100288798 to over 500kb in length. RNA-seq tracks from ENCODE/CSHL UCSC hub with the titles containing cell type name, RNAseq type and transcriptional orientation are displayed below. Only total whole cell RNA-seq is displayed. Bottom: normalized RNA-seq signal from wild type human haploid KBM7 cell lines (merged data from 2 wild type clones sequenced in this study, Methods). For all RNA-seq tracks: only forward strand (Plus Signal) is displayed. 47,500,000) around LOC100288798. We extracted reads from each of the 46 aligned RNA-seq samples used in Fig. 1B (polyAC as well as ribosomal depleted total RNA-seq) and performed de novo assembly using the Cufflinks software. 59 Thus, we obtained 46 assemblies, which we merged using Cuffmerge software 59 to create an integrative de novo annotation of the investigated region (see Fig. 2 for selected isoforms and Table S1Cfor all the isoforms annotated in the region). Importantly, we identified exon models that share exons with LOC100288798 lncRNA and overlap the SLC38A4 protein coding gene, indicating that LOC100288798 is a 558kb long lncRNA (chr12:46777455-47335067, see CUFF.281.86 in Fig. 2 and Table S1C ). Visual inspection of the LOC100288798 RNA-seq signal in cell types ranging from the highest expressing (CD34 cells, RPKMD6.68) to lowest expressing (MNC Peripheral blood, RPKMD0.56), showed that extended transcription persists independently of expression level (Fig. 2 ). Therefore LOC100288798 lncRNA is consistently overlapping the SLC38A4 protein-coding gene and should be renamed as SLC38A4-AS according to the recently suggested nomenclature. 53 As this nomenclature also appears more intuitive we have used it for the remainder of this study.
Gene trap insertion in the haploid human KBM7 efficiently truncates SLC38A4-AS lncRNA Although visual inspection of RNA-seq and exon model assembly suggested that SLC38A4-AS lncRNA is a single lncRNA gene it is possible that this was an artifact resulting from multiple short overlapping lncRNAs. To address this issue we used the haploid KBM7 cell line for which a collection of gene trap insertion clones was readily available. 45 We first confirmed that SLC38A4-AS was expressed in wildtype KBM7 cells and found it well expressed over the predicted length by visual inspection of RNA-Seq data performed in this study ( Fig. 2 bottom). Next, we identified 3 cell lines from the publicly available KBM7 gene trap collection where independent insertion events inserted gene trap cassettes in the correct orientation into the gene body of SLC38A4-AS (Table 1) . Two of these cell lines were predicted to stop SLC38A4-AS transcription at 2,904bp (3kb1 and 3kb2, Fig. 3A ), and one cell line at 103,958bp (100kb) downstream of the RefSeq annotated transcription start. To create biological replicates of the single 100kb insertion cell line we recovered 2 batches of this cell line from frozen stocks and cultured them in parallel (100kb1, 100kb2, Methods, Fig. 3A ). The production of KBM7 gene trap insertion cell lines is a multi-step procedure including infection of cells with the gene trap cassette, fluorescent activated cell sorting (FACS) and clonal expansion to obtain monoclonal cultures. Also different people may have handled different cell lines. These factors are possible sources of gene expression differences, so we controlled for these factors using multiple control cell lines. First, we obtained 3 different KBM7 cell lines that had not undergone the gene trap insertion procedure but were handled by different people and had different passage numbers (wild type: WT1, WT2, WT3, Fig. 3A ). Second, to control for potential effects of the gene trap insertion procedure, we obtained 2 cell lines with gene trap insertions not in SLC38A4-AS, but in the HOTTIP lncRNA gene body of which one was predicted to stop HOTTIP lncRNA and one was not, based on mapping cassette insertion orientation (C1 and C2, Table 1 , Fig. 3A ). To eliminate further batch effects from handling cells and preparing RNA and RNA-Seq libraries, all cell lines were obtained as frozen stocks and recovered, cultured and harvested at the same time by one person. Similarly one person performed RNA extraction and library preparation.
After recovery we cultured the cell lines for 8 days and 2 passages. We measured the cell size prior to splitting and harvesting (Methods) and noticed that the C1 and 3kb2 cell lines showed increased peak cell size ( Fig. 3B ). It has been reported previously that cell size increases with ploidy 60 and therefore this result indicated that these KBM7 cell lines were not haploid. We then harvested the cells using 20 million cells for DNA isolation and 100 million cells for RNA isolation. As a further test for ploidy we measured the DNA amount obtained from the 20 million cells. Consistent with the cell size measurements we found that C1 and 3kb2 cells displayed 2 and 1.5 fold increase in DNA amount compared to wild type controls. Additionally we found that 3kb1 and C2 also showed 2 and 1.5 fold increase in DNA amount ( Fig. 3C ). As both cell size and DNA content are indirect measures of ploidy we performed karyotyping of selected cell lines (3kb2, 100kb, C1, WT2, Supplemental Figs. [2] [3] [4] [5] . This confirmed the haploid state of the 100kb and WT2 cell lines and the diploid state of the 3kb2 and C1 cell lines. Also we did not detect large scale chromosomal aberrations in addition to the known t(9;22) translocation. 45 This indicated that most cell lines that underwent gene trap insertion and clonal expansion procedure either gained diploidy, or were a mixture of haploid and diploid cells. Note that KBM7 cell ploidy does not interfere with any downstream analyses, as RNA-seq expression analyses are performed on normalized values that correct for increased RNA amount in diploid versus haploid cells. To confirm that both alleles carry the gene trap insertion and to validate the integrity of the genomic locus after the gene trap insertion we performed 2 DNA blotting assays for the 2 3kb truncation cell lines (see Supplemental Figure. 6A-B for maps of restriction enzymes and probes). First, we identified the expected 2.8kb (size of the gene trap cassette) increase in size of a genomic EcoRV fragment including the gene trap insertion site in 3kb1 and 3kb2 cell lines compared to wildtype ( Fig. S6C-E ). Second, we identified the expected size reduction of a genomic EcoRI/BamHI fragment due to the insertion of a BamHI site with the gene trap cassette ( Fig. S6D-F ). Importantly, we did not detect any wildtype fragment in the 3kb1 and 3kb2 cell lines indicating that gene trap insertion occurred in sorted haploid cells and that diploidy arose after cassette insertion. Therefore it can be concluded that both chromosomes in diploid cells carry the gene trap. We next tested if gene trap cassette insertions 3kb and 100kb downstream of the SLC38A4-AS transcription start indeed stopped transcription elongation. We designed 5 RT-qPCR probes inside the body of the SLC38A4-AS gene ( Table 2 , Fig. 3D ). We placed 2 probes (start1 and start2) upstream of the 3kb stop cassette insertion site, one probe (middle1) downstream of the 3kb, but upstream of the 100kb stop cassette, and 2 probes (middle2 and end) downstream of the 100kb stop cassette insertion site. Note, that the "end" RT-qPCR probe lies outside of the gene body of RefSeq annotated LOC100288798. We used all these probes to define the profile of SLC38A4-AS transcription in 3 wild type (blue, WT1-3), 2 control (green, C1, C2), 2 3kb (yellow, 3kb1, 3kb2) and 2 100kb (purple, 100kb1, 100kb2) SLC38A4-AS truncation cell lines ( Fig. 3D bar plot) . Since SLC38A4-AS RNA-Seq signals decreased from 5' to the 3' end (see Fig. 2 ), we normalized expression levels to WT1 for each RT-qPCR probe. All cell lines displayed transcription of SLC38A4-AS upstream of the 3kb gene trap insertion site, with increased expression in the 2 3kb truncation cell lines (Fig. 3D, start1 and start2 ). Consistent with expectations, the 2 3kb truncation cell lines displayed dramatic reduction of SLC38A4-AS transcription 28kb downstream of the transcription start (25kb downstream the truncation site, middle 1), while the 100kb truncation cell lines displayed continuous SLC38A4-AS transcription since these cell lines carried the stop Table  1 ). Two monoclonal cell lines with independent insertion events that integrated a gene trap cassette 3kb downstream of SLC38A4-AS transcription start site (TSS) were available (3kb1 and 3kb2). Only one monoclonal cell line had a gene trap insertion 100kb downstream of the downstream of SLC38A4-AS TSS. Therefore we prepared biological replicates by performing independent thawing and culturing procedures (100kb1 and 100kb2). Left column: We obtained 3 wild type KBM7 control cell lines, which did not undergo any gene trap insertion procedure, were not monoclonal and were cultured by different people at different times prior to culturing for this analysis (WT1, WT2 and WT3). Middle column: To control for changes during gene trap insertion and selection procedure we obtained 2 KBM7 cell lines that did undergo gene trap insertion within the body of HOTTIP lncRNA and were monoclonally expanded (C1 and C2) (see Table 1 ). (B) Ploidy of KBM7 cell lines assessed by cell size. Bar plot shows peak cell size measured for 9 cultured KBM7 cell lines (Methods). All the cell lines were thawn and processed in one batch by the same person. Cell size was measured at the first splitting (3 days post-thawing, dark gray bars), second splitting (6 days post-thawing, medium gray bars), and prior to harvesting (8 days post-thawing, light gray bars). cassette downstream of this RT-qPCR probe (Fig. 3D,  middle1 ). Expression levels downstream from the 100kb stop cassette were dramatically reduced in both the 3kb and 100kb truncation cells, but largely unchanged in the wild type and the control cells (Fig. 3D, middle2 and end). Thus, RT-qPCR confirmed that the SLC38A4-AS lncRNA was successfully truncated in KBM7 cells at the gene trap cassette insertion sites. Importantly, lack of transcription at multiple positions downstream of the gene trap cassette insertion sites in all tested cell lines further indicates that the SLC38A4-AS gene generates a single 558kb long transcript.
RNA-seq of KBM7 cell lines with truncated SLC38A4-AS lncRNA confirms a single transcription unit overlapping SLC38A4 As RT-qPCR only detects transcripts in a very narrow window at the chosen primer position, we performed RNA-seq to obtain a global picture of SLC38A4-AS truncation. We chose 2 cell line replicates per group: wild type (WT2 and WT3), control (C1 and C2), 3kb (3kb1 and 3kb2) and 100kb (100kb1 and 100kb2). 50bp singleend RNA-seq and alignment using STAR 55 produced an average of 35 million uniquely mapped reads per sample (standard deviation -1.0 million reads) (Table S1D) . Visual inspection showed similar SLC38A4-AS RNA-seq profiles in wild type and control cells with a similar decrease in signal from 5' to 3' end as seen before (compare Fig. 2 and Fig. 4A wild type) . While the 3kb2 cell line showed a clear reduction of RNA-seq signal downstream the 3kb stop cassette insertion site, 3kb1 seemed to have residual transcription and thus truncation might be less efficient. Both the 100kb1 and 100kb2 replicates displayed a similar SLC38A4-AS expression profile with a clear reduction in RNA-seq signal after the gene trap cassette insertion point. We next quantified the RNA-seq signal strength to confirm the conclusions made from visual inspection. To obtain a transcription profile of SLC38A4-AS in each cell line we calculated RPKM of 5 regions (relative to the transcription start): 0-3kb, 3kb-50kb, 50kb-100kb, 100kb-300kb and 300kb-600kb (Fig. 4B) . WT, C and 100kb cell lines showed a 3-fold RPKM drop from 0-3kb to 3kb-50kb regions with detectable expression in the 3kb-50kb window (RPKM > 0.2), which is consistent with the reported RNA-seq signal decrease from 5' to the 3'end for lncRNAs. 61 In the 3kb cell lines the gene trap cassette stopped SLC38A4-AS and removed this pattern, and therefore all windows downstream of the gene trap cassette insertion site showed very low expression (RPKM <D 0.05). WT and C cell lines showed a further 1.8-and 1.7-fold signal drop between 50-100kb and 100kb-200kb regions confirming the visual impression that the RNA-Seq signal decreases from 5' to 3' end in WT and C cell lines. The 100kb cell lines follow the expression pattern of the WT and C cell lines but the signal drops to very low expression levels (RPKM <D 0.02) after the gene trap insertion site.
To allow a direct comparison between cell lines we plotted the expression of each window relative to WT (set to 100%, Fig. 4C ). The first window (0-3kb) showed similar expression in WT, C and 100kb cell lines but was »3-fold lower in 3kb cell lines. The following window (3-50 kb) showed a further »3-fold reduction in expression for the 3kb cell lines whereas all other cell lines showed similar expression of SLC38A4-AS. At the 50-100kb window the expression of the 100kb truncation cell lines started to drop »2-fold but were still »2-fold higher than 3kb truncation cell lines. In the last 2 windows (100-300kb, 300kb-600kb) the 100kb truncation cell lines showed a low residual expression level (»10fold less compared to WT, 6-8 fold less than C) whereas 3kb truncation cell lines showed a 2-3 fold higher residual expression likely due to the inefficient truncation of the 3kb1 cell line identified by visual inspection. We observed that while difference between 100kb replicates was low for every analyzed SLC38A4-AS region (maximal difference between 100kb1 and 100kb2 constituted 37% of the mean, at 100-300kb, Fig. 4C) , the difference between 3kb1 and 3kb2, which resulted from different integration events, was more notable (maximal difference between 3kb1 and 3kb2 constituted 126% of the mean, at 100-300kb, Fig. 4C ). 3kb1 showed 2.5-to 4.4fold higher expression compared to 3kb2 in the 4 windows downstream the 3kb gene trap insertion (Fig. 4B ). In spite of increased RNA-seq signal compared to the 3kb2 and 100kb truncations, the 3kb1 cell line did not reach the wild type and control levels of SLC38A4-AS transcription (Fig. 4C) . It was possible that the difference Table 2 . RT-qPCR probes for analyzing expression profile of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA. RT -qPCR probe  forward primer, 5'-3'  reverse primer, 5'-3'  distance from TSS, bp   start1  CCCCGAGCAAATGGTGAATC  GGCATTATGTCATCGTCCTTTCA  1,560  start2  CATTCCAAGGCAGTGTTACATTTT  TCGGGGCTAAAGGTGTATGA  1,452  middle1  TGGGGCTGAAACATTTAGGC  TCAGGCTCCATGTTCCTACC  28,415  middle2  GGAACTAACAACGTCACAGGTAAT  ACCACATTCAACAGGAGAGAATAG  136,322  end GTCCCTTCAAAGGAGGGTTT GAAGGTGCCAAGTTTGAGGT 338,946 in truncation efficiency between the 3kb1 and the 3kb2 cell lines was due to sequence aberrations in the splice acceptor sequence in the gene trap cassette. Therefore we amplified and sequenced this region of the gene trap cassette and found it to be identical in the 3kb1, 3kb2 and C1 cell lines (Supplemental Fig. 7A-B) . In order to discriminate inefficient truncation of SLC38A4-AS from a contamination of the 3kb1 cell line with wildtype cells we performed a PCR assay with primers directly flanking the cassette insertion site. We identified the correct wildtype PCR fragment in all tested cell lines, except for 3kb1 and 3kb2 cell lines, where the cassette insertion separates the primers by 2.8kb, which is not amplified in our settings (Supplemental Fig. 7C ). Importantly this indicates that the 3kb1 cell line is not contaminated with wildtype cells to a detectable level. In summary, RNA-seq confirms efficient truncation of SLC38A4-AS in both 100kb truncation cell lines and the 3kb2 cell line. Interestingly, the global transcriptional analysis of 3kb1 truncation revealed reduced truncation efficiency in this cell line.
SLC38A4-AS truncation causes deregulation of several genes in trans
To investigate if SLC38A4-AS truncation had an effect on gene expression in cis or in trans, we calculated expression level of RefSeq annotated protein-coding genes and performed differential gene expression analysis using Cuffdiff software. 62 We compared WT2, WT3, C1 and C2 (4 control replicates) with 3kb1, 3kb2, 100kb1 and 100kb2 (4 targeted cell line replicates). This analysis produced a list of 120 significantly differentially expressed genes (excluding chromosomes X and Y, Table S1E ) that we further filtered by requiring a 3-fold expression change between the 2 conditions, which resulted in a list of 41 protein-coding genes (Table S1 Elines in bold). This number of genes was 5-fold higher than the average number of genes differentially expressed (3-fold expression change) in 11 mock comparisons (Table S1F) . Interestingly, the 41 genes were distributed across almost all chromosomes (Table S1 Elines in bold). One gene (CD163L1) was down-regulated and 3 (CD9, EMP1 and CRY1) were upregulated on chromosome 12, the same chromosome that contains SLC38A4-AS. However, these genes were located 33-61 million bp distant from SLC38A4-AS and therefore their regulation is more likely to arise from trans effects. We then calculated expression levels (FPKM, Methods) of the 41 significantly deregulated genes reported above by Cuffdiff for each of the 8 samples separately to allow unsupervised clustering to be performed (Methods). This analysis correctly grouped the 2 biological replicas of the 3kb truncation, 100kb truncation replicates and wild type replicates (Fig. 5A) . Interestingly, C1 and C2, although in the same branch, did not group together, which may relate to the fact that C1 carries a truncated HOTTIP lncRNA (gene trap insertion in sense to HOTTIP, Table 1 ), while C2 had an antisense insertion in the HOTTIP gene body, and therefore should not truncate ( Table 1) . We then performed further filtering to create a small stringent list of the deregulated genes. To increase the stringency of the list of differentially expressed genes we performed 3 filtering steps. First, we filtered out genes that showed significant differential expression between wild type (WT2, WT3) and control (C1, C2) samples and thus might be differentially expressed due to the effect of the gene trap cassette insertion procedure (3/41 genes). Second, we removed the genes that showed differential expression between 3kb and 100kb truncation thus restricting our list to the genes that are regulated by the part of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA downstream of the 100kb cassette insertion site (18/41 genes). Third, we only retained the genes that were differentially expressed in both pairwise comparisons of control to 3kb (3kb1, 3kb2 vs C1, C2, 12 genes) and control to 100kb samples (100kb1, 100kb2 vs C1, C2, 24 genes). These filtering steps resulted in a stringent list of 6 proteincoding genes ( Table 3) . Three of these genes, including CD9 (Fig. 5B) were upregulated upon SLC38A4-AS truncation, and 3, including RORB (Fig. 5C ), were downregulated. In summary, these data show that genetic truncation of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA results in genome-wide gene expression changes and provides a stringent list of 6 potential SLC38A4-AS target genes. As these results provide clear evidence for the use of the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" to study lncRNAs, we investigated how many lncRNAs can be potentially studied using this collection in its current form. First, we calculated expression for all GENCODE v19 lncRNAs in the 2 wild type cell lines investigated in this study (WT1, WT2) and found 2,307 non-overlapping lncRNA loci to be expressed (i.e. to express at least one lncRNA isoform with RPKM>0.2). Next, we investigated how many GENCODE v19 lncRNAs contained a gene trap insertion on the same strand and found that 938 lncRNAs are likely to be truncated in one of the available cell lines (Fig. 6A left bar) . Overlapping these 2 data sets revealed 409 expressed lncRNAs carrying a gene trap insertion in the current collection ( Fig. 6A middle bar) . If we set a higher expression cut off of RPKM>0.5, we find 266 lncRNAs carrying a gene trap ( Fig. 6A right bar) . We investigated the position of gene trap insertions relative to the transcriptional start site of lncRNAs and found enrichment at the 5' end ( Fig. 6B ). Finally we examined the well-studied lncRNA MALAT1 and identified 5 gene trap insertions close to the 5' end corresponding to potential knock-out cell lines. (Fig. 6C )
Discussion
Here we report the first use of the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" 45 to study the function of a human lncRNA. To demonstrate the utility of this collection we analyzed cell clones that successfully truncated the SLC38A4-AS lncRNA (renamed from LOC10028879) that displays RNA biology features distinct from protein-coding genes, including low expression and inefficient splicing. We also investigated this gene trap collection as a whole for its suitability for the study of lncRNAs, and identified hundreds of lncRNAs with gene trap insertions including the well-studied MALAT1 lncRNA. Therefore we demonstrate here the utility of the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" for studying lncRNAs and also identify SLC38A4-AS as a very long and novel functional regulatory lncRNA.
Prior to analyzing gene trap efficiency we examined the RNA biology of the SLC38A4-AS lncRNA that has not previously been characterized. We showed that SLC38A4-AS, unlike many lncRNAs, does not show tissue-specific expression. While tissue-specificity is often considered as an indication of functionality, 63 several ubiquitously expressed lncRNAs have been proven to play important gene regulatory roles. 40, 64 We used a set of public RNA-seq data to show that SLC38A4-AS lncRNA is inefficiently spliced and that the major unspliced isoform is nuclear localized. Importantly, by comparing SLC38A4-AS to 2 control protein-coding genes, we show that the unspliced isoforms we detect for SLC38A4-AS are not just an intronic signal. We conclude this from the finding that the polyadenylation and localization profiles for unspliced isoforms of the protein-coding genes, which are notably highly expressed, differ dramatically from that of SLC38A4-AS. Minor spliced isoforms of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA are well detectable in the cytoplasm and thus are exported and likely stable. SLC38A4-AS lncRNA is thus a transcript with unusual RNA biology features different from protein-coding genes. We performed de novo transcriptome assembly in the region and were able to show that transcription of SLC38A4-AS extends 289kb downstream the RefSeq annotated 3' end and overlaps the downstream SLC38A4 gene.
We then obtained KBM7 cells from the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" with gene trap insertions at 2 different locations (3kb and 100kb downstream of the transcription start) in the gene body of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA to test whether the unusual RNA biology features interfered with efficient truncation by the gene trap cassette. By using qRT-PCR as well as RNA-seq we identified one cell line with efficient truncation at both insertion sites. This data not only verifies that gene trap insertions in KBM7 cells efficiently truncate SLC38A4-AS lncRNA, but also confirms our prediction of the extended SLC38A4-AS lncRNA length. Detailed RNA-seq analysis identifies that the 3kb1 cell line shows less efficient truncation compared to 3kb2 cell line despite these cell lines sharing same gene trap insertion site. Differences in the efficiency of truncation between different insertion sites have been documented for one truncation of the Airn lncRNA. In this case a truncation cassette insertion at 3 different genomic loci caused successful truncation of the lncRNA whereas the same cassette was highly inefficient when inserted into a CpG island. 14 Also differences in the gene trap efficiency of protein-coding genes were noted for different cassette integration sites. 45 However, a difference between similar insertion sites as shown for 3kb1 and 3kb2, was surprising. DNA gel blotting experiments did not detect a large scale rearrangement of the chromosomal locus with the gene trap insertion nor did they identify a contamination of the 3kb1 cell line with wildtype cells. As DNA blotting might not be sensitive enough to detect a low level of wildtype cell contamination we validated these results by a PCR assay. We also validated that the splice acceptor sequence was unchanged in the 3kb1 cell line. Taken this together, an aberration of the genetic sequence in 3kb1 is unlikely to be the cause for the reduced efficiency of transcription termination in this cell line. A connection between chromatin structure and transcription termination has been made in yeast 65 and it has been suggested that local chromatin changes influence splicing. 66 It is therefore possible that cell line specific local chromatin changes result in differences in truncation efficiency at identical cassette integration points. As global geneexpression analysis showed high similarity between both 3kb truncation cell lines, it is highly likely that the residual level of SLC38A4-AS expression seen in 3kb1 cell line is not sufficient to maintain a wildtype gene expression pattern. We therefore conclude that gene trap approach used for the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" is a useful tool to truncate inefficiently spliced lncRNAs. We noted that 2 qRT-PCR primers that are close to the 3kb truncation cassette insertion site, showed elevated qRT-PCR signals specifically in 3kb truncation cell lines. Interestingly RNA-seq did not support this elevated transcription on the forward strand, which corresponds to SLC38A4-AS lncRNA, but identified strong transcription from the reverse strand directly at the gene trap insertion site that was absent in the control cell lines. Similar transcription on the reverse strand at the gene trap insertion point was visible albeit at lower levels for the 100kb truncation cell lines (Fig. S8) . Thus, we provide evidence that the gene trap cassette used for the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" can drive transcriptional activity, which was suggested earlier. 45 Additionally, we also show that this activity can be strong (2fold higher than SLC38A4-AS) and therefore has to be carefully considered when expression of genes in close proximity is affected, as transactivation of protein-coding genes by the transcriptionally active viral LTRs was reported in gene therapy patients. 67 Interestingly, SLC38A4-AS lncRNA shares several unusual RNA biology features with the imprinted mouse lncRNA Airn that also overlaps in antisense orientation and silences the protein-coding Igf2r gene. Although Airn lncRNA is inefficiently spliced, 5% of its nascent transcripts are spliced and give rise to stable lncRNAs that are exported to the cytoplasm. 20 These spliced Airn lncRNA isoforms are, however, not connected to the silencing mechanism. 14 Interestingly, truncation experiments identified that Airn silences Igf2r due to its transcriptional overlap, a phenomenon called transcriptional interference. 14, 40 The Airn lncRNA also silences 2 protein-coding genes that it does not overlap in a tissue-specific manner, likely by targeting repressive chromatin to the promoters of these genes. 68, 69 We tested if the SLC38A4-AS lncRNA silences the SLC38A4 protein-coding gene that it overlaps and/or the SLC38A2, which is located 10kb away in a similar manner. We were surprised to find that neither SLC38A4 nor SLC38A2 protein-coding genes were affected by the truncation of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA. In addition, expression analysis of multiple tissues did not show anti-correlating expression patterns of the 2 protein-coding genes with the lncRNA. In the case of imprinted expression involving a repressor lncRNA, such a pattern would not be expected as one allele expresses the protein-coding gene whereas the other allele expresses the lncRNA. Therefore we conclude that SLC38A4-AS lncRNA most likely does not share functional similarities with the imprinted Airn lncRNA and does not control SLC38A4 or SLC38A2 protein-coding gene expression. This data supports the hypothesis that imprinted expression of Slc38a4 in the mouse, is rodent-specific as it is also absent from the pig and cow. 70, 71 In order to test the functional importance of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA as a gene regulator in trans, we tested whether the truncation of the lncRNA resulted in gene expression changes in KBM7 cells. In accordance with recent guidelines established for the correct analysis of lncRNA knockout experiments, we included a number of controls in this analysis. 32 First, we excluded batch effects from the handling of cells by having all cell lines cultured in parallel by one person. Second, it is possible that the gene trap insertion disrupts an important genetic element that causes gene expression changes of protein coding genes that are not dependent on the lncRNA. Therefore we analyzed 3 independently derived SLC38A4-AS lncRNA truncation cell lines: 3kb1, 3kb2 with an identical insertion site and 100kb. As controls we used 2 batches of wild type KBM7 cell lines. In order to identify genes that are specifically deregulated upon truncation we performed differential gene expression analysis between SLC38A4-AS lncRNA truncation cell lines (3kb1, 3kb2, 100kb1, 100kb2), and all control cell lines (C1, C2 that carried gene traps at unrelated loci, WT1, WT2 that lacked gene traps). This analysis resulted in 120 differentially expressed genes, 41 of which were more that 3-fold up/downregulated in the truncation cell lines. Importantly, none of the differentially expressed genes were located in close proximity to the SLC38A4-AS lncRNA, as reported for well-known cis-regulating lncRNAs, such as Airn or KCNQ1OT1. 36 Whereas clustering based on the 41 differentially expressed genes allowed correct grouping of the replicates, performing a similar analysis using the expression of genes in the 10Mbp region around SLC38A4-AS resulted in sporadic clusters. This indicates a lack of consistent changes of these genes between control and truncation cell lines and thus further supports a lack of cis-acting regulatory function of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA (Supplemental Fig. 9 ). We plotted expression values of the 41 significantly deregulated genes in all the 8 cell lines as a heat map and found that a number of genes seemed to be specifically expressed in one control cell type (C1/C2 or WT1/WT2) or in one of the truncation cell types (3kb1, 3kb2 or 100kb1, 100kb2) rather than in all control vs. all truncation cell types. Therefore, we also performed pairwise comparisons to remove these genes. We do note that this approach limits the part of the lncRNA examined for function to regions downstream of the 100kb truncation cassette (i.e., spanning »400kb of the SLC38A4-AS gene body). Additionally we note that the function of the first 3kb of SLC38A4-AS lncRNA (upstream 3kb gene trap cassette position) was not assessed in our study while it is possible that this region may possess a function.
Of the 6 genes that pass the most stringent filters for deregulation in SLC38A4-AS lncRNA truncation cell lines 2 are of special interest. The first is the clusters of differentiation proteins 9 (CD9) that belongs to the superfamily of tetraspanins, integral membrane proteins that play a role in multiple biological processes by interacting with membrane proteins like other tetraspanins, growth factors and cytokine receptors. Clinical data suggests that CD9 is a suppressor of metastasis and modulates tyrosine kinase receptor signaling in cancer. 72 CD9 is also a marker for haematopoietic stem cells 73 and was found to be up-regulated upon induction of pluripotent stem cells (iPS) from KBM7 cells, 74 although it is not necessary for pluripotency in mice 75 . The second gene is RAR-related orphan receptor B (RORB or RORb), which encodes the nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group F, member 2 (NR1F2) protein that binds to DNA and inhibits transcription. 76 RORB has not been implicated in cancer, 77 but was associated with the mammalian circadian clock, 76 and was found to be a member of a gene hub that discriminates human iPS from stem cells. 78 Little is known about the importance of RORB in KBM7 cells, however it is unlikely to be essential for this cell line as an unbiased mapping of gene trap insertions in this cell line identified 7 gene trap insertion events in this gene with 4 predicted to stop RORB transcription. 79 As mentioned above, gene trap cassette removal could provide a valuable rescue control. Human Haploid Gene Trap Collection contains cell lines with gene trap cassettes flanked by loxP sites that thus can be removed by Cre recombinase expression and the expression of the targeted genes might be restored. Among the analyzed SLC38A4-AS truncation cell lines, 3kb1 and 3kb2 did have loxP sites flanking the gene trap cassette, while 100kb truncation cell lines did not. However, while removal of the truncation cassette by expressing the Cre recombinase and subsequent re-expression of full-length SLC38A4-AS lncRNA could restore its wildtype gene expression pattern, it is possible that the gene expression changes initiated by SLC38A4-AS lncRNA are accompanied by changes in secondary gene expression or in the epigenetic landscape that may not be immediately reversible. Such an example was reported for the Airn lncRNA that silences the Igf2r protein coding gene in early development. After silencing, by Airn transcription, Igf2r acquires repressive epigenetic marks on its promoter and silencing is stably maintained in the absence of Airn lncRNA expression. 46 Therefore we conclude that the use of multiple control cell lines may prove a more efficient way to study lncRNA function in comparison to multiple targeted cell lines.
In summary, this report shows that the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" is a useful tool to study lncRNA function. Importantly, we identified 857 GEN-CODE v19 lncRNAs (http://www.gencodegenes.org/ releases/19.html) for which KBM7 gene trap insertions cell lines are available (Methods and https://opendata. cemm.at/barlowlab/). Similar to protein-coding genes, the gene trap cassette preferentially inserts close to the 5' end of lncRNAs, which is useful for functional studies as the bulk of the lncRNA will not be produced. 45 We found that 409 lncRNA loci with a gene trap insertion show an RPKM >0.2 (RPKM of at least one isoform in the locus) and 266 have an RPKM>0.5, which constitutes respectively 44% and 28% of all GENCODE v19 lncRNA gene trap insertion clones. It is to date unclear, which expression cutoff can be used to indicate functional importance, and it is therefore possible that also lncRNAs expressed to a lower level have a functional importance. The "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" could be a useful tool to study this question. Also KBM7 cells can be converted to iPS cells and have the potential to be differentiated into different lineages. 74 Therefore it is possible that lncRNAs that are lowly expressed in wild-type KBM7 cells are highly expressed in a different lineage, which can also be studied using KBM7 iPS cells. Gene trap KBM7 cells from the "Human Gene Trap Mutant Collection" are simple to obtain and culture and therefore offer a rich resource that allows analysis of lncRNA function in a human system. This is illustrated by the example of the MALAT1 lncRNA. This lncRNA was previously studied using a truncation cassette, 44 an experiment that includes (1) cloning of the truncation cassette for homologous recombination (2) optimizing endonuclease to cleave genomic DNA at the desired position (3) selection, screening, expansion and testing of correctly targeted clones. 44 This effort linearly increases for the production of cell lines with different truncation cassette insertion sites. In contrast to this time-consuming approach, 5 KBM7 gene trap clones are readily available truncating the MALAT1 lncRNA at different positions close to the 5' end that are ready to be analyzed.
According to our results, the unusual RNA biology inherent to many lncRNAs does not influence the ability of the gene trap cassette to stop lncRNA transcription, and gene trap truncations are therefore a universal tool for studying a wide range of lncRNAs. The availability of multiple control cell lines is an additional advantage and allows thorough artifact control. Using SLC38A4-AS lncRNA as an example, we also show that gene trap resource together with the already available RNA-seq resources from the ENCODE consortium allow fast characterization of a lncRNA of interest. We anticipate that similar integrated approaches that make efficient use of these publicly available resources will allow the fast functional characterization of the many lncRNAs found in the human genome.
Methods

RPKM calculation
RPKMs were calculated using RPKM_count.py from RSeQC package (https://code.google.com/p/rseqc/) using -skip-multi-hits option.
Estimating expression of LOC100288798 and SLC38A4 in various tissues and cell types
Various public raw RNA-seq datasets (See Table S1A ) were downloaded as fastq files and aligned with STAR using the following command: STAR_2.3 -genomeDir hg19genome_no_splice_junction_database_provided -readFilesIn [read1.fastq] [read2.fastq] -outFilterMulti-mapNmax 10 -outFilterMismatchNmax 10 -outSJfilterO-verhangMin 30 16 16 16 -alignSJDBoverhangMin 3 -alignSJoverhangMin 6 -outFilterType BySJout -outSJfil-terCountUniqueMin 3 1 1 1 -outSJfilterCountTotalMin 4 2 2 2 -outSAMstrandField intronMotif -outFilterIntron-Motifs RemoveNoncanonical -alignIntronMax 300000 -alignMatesGapMax 500000 -outFileNamePrefix [output] -outStd SAM -outSAMmode Full. SAM output was converted to BAM and sorted by position using samtools software. Expression levels (RPKM) were estimated for RefSeq annotated isoforms of SLC38A2, SLC38A4 and LOC100288798 (SLC38A2 -1 isoform: NM_018976, SLC38A4 -2 isoforms: NM_018018 and NM_001143824, LOC100288798 -5 isoforms: NR_125377, NR_125378, NR_125379, NR_125380, and NR_125381). The average RPKM of all isoforms was displayed inside each cell of the heat map (Fig. 1B) , which was built in R using the pheatmap function without clustering rows and columns. Rows were sorted according to expression level of LOC100288798. Heat map color scale was skewed toward lower values to highlight non-expressed genes (shades of blue -0<RPKM<0.5) and display the range of LOC100288798 expression (shades of orange -0.5<RPKM<10).
Splicing efficiency calculation
Splicing efficiency was calculated using public total (ribosomal depleted) RNA-seq datasets of high depth (135-371 million reads, Table S1A ). Splicing efficiency of each RefSeq annotated splice site was estimated by calculating RPKM of exonic and intronic 45bp regions surrounding the splice site starting 5bp away from the precise splice site position to allow for potentially imprecise annotation of the splice site. For each splice site, which passed the coverage cutoff (exonic RPKM > 0.2), "Splicing efficiency" (S), S D 100 Ã (1-RPKM intronic /RPKM exonic ), was calculated. Splicing efficiency was within the range from 0 for fully unprocessed splice sites (RPKM intronic >D RPKM exonic , S was set to 0, when it was calculated to be <0) to 100 for perfectly processed splice sites (RPKM intronic D0). We then calculated the average splicing efficiency of all the unique splice sites for each gene and assigned the splicing efficiency of the gene with this value.
Estimation of PolyAC and nuclear enrichment
Publicly available cellular/PolyA fractionation RNA-seq data for 5 cell lines (HeLa, Lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878, Embryonic stem cells, HUVEC and K562) produced by the ENCODE project were downloaded as raw fastq files, aligned with STAR using default parameters. Expression of spliced products was calculated for: LOC100288798: averaged from NR_125379 NR_125380 NR_125378 NR_125377 NR_125381, SLC32A2: NM_018976, TBP: NM_003194, XIST: NR_001564 (RefSeq identifiers). Expression over the whole gene body was calculated for LOC100288798: over chr12:46777889-47046362 (gene body of NR_125381) and chr12:46777458-47046362 (gene body of NR_125379 NR_125380 NR_125378 NR_125377), SLC38A2: over chr12:46751970-4676664, TBP: over chr6:170863420-170881958, XIST: over chrX:73040485-73072588.
Assembly of SLC38A4-AS exon structure using publicly available RNA-seq data from multiple cell types Exon structure assembly was performed for each of 46 public RNA-seq data only in the region of interest: samtools view -b
[position sorted STAR alignment] chr12:46,500,000-47,500,000 > tissue.1Mb.bam . De novo transcriptome assembly was performed for each one of 1Mb regions in all the samples separately using Cufflinks version 2.2.1 with the following command: cufflinks -multi-read-correct -output-dir [output] -F 0.01 -p 7 -library-type fr-firststrand (if RNA-seq is stranded) -mask-file pseudogenes.gtf tissue.1Mb.bam . Pseudogene annotation was obtained from GENCDOE v19. The resulting transcript assemblies were then merged using Cuffmerge with the following command: cuffmerge -s hg19_fasta -keep-tmp -p 8 -min-isoform-fraction 0 [list of all gtf files from 46 cufflinks assemblies]. Single exon transcripts were discarded.
KBM7 cell culture
All gene trap KBM7 cell lines were obtained frozen from Horizon Genomics GmbH (http://www.horizon-geno mics.com/). WT KBM7 cell lines were from Horizon Genomics GmbH or from Sebastian Nijman lab. All cell lines were cultured in filter cap flasks in IMDM (Sigma) medium (with L-Glutamine, supplemented with Penicillin/Streptomycin and 10% Fetal Bovine Serum (PAA Laboratories (GE Healthcare)) at 37 C with 5% CO 2 . KBM7 are suspension cells. Cell concentration and cell size were measured using Casy cell counter (Sch€ arfe System GmbH).
RNA preparation
RNA was isolated from pelleted KBM7 cells using TRIreagent (Sigma), dissolved in RNA Storage Solution (RSS, Ambion) and stored at ¡20 o C. RNA was DNAse I treated (DNAfree kit, Ambion). Quality control was performed by accessing RNA integrity using Agilent RNA 6000 Nano Kit.
RT-qPCR
RNA was converted to cDNA using RevertAid First Strand cDNA Kit (Fermentas) with -RT (no reverse transcriptase) control reaction for each RNA sample according to manufacturer's protocol. RT-qPCR was performed using MESA GREEN qPCR MasterMix Plus for SYBR Assay I dTTP (Eurogentec). Primers (Table 2) were designed using Primer3. RT-qPCR was performed using standard curves in 3 technical replicates for each sample and standard deviation between the replicates was used to define the error and plot the error bars.
DNA-blot
DNA extraction, restriction enzyme digestion and DNA gel blots were performed using standard methods. The hybridization probe was amplified by PCR, cloned and gel purified. Membranes were exposed to an imaging plate (FujiFilm) that was scanned (Typhoon TRIO, GE Healthcare). Levels were adjusted on the whole image to increase the visibility of all bands on the image.
Chromosome analysis
Metaphase preparation and FISH were carried out by standard methods. Dividing cells were locked in metaphase by adding colcemid (0.1mg/ml final concentration) (Gibco, ThermoFisher) for 60 minutes. After fixation cells were dropped onto slides, dried at 42 C for 30 minutes and then incubated at 60 C over night. One slide was used for Giemsa-trypsin banding of chromosomes. For FISH analyses a Cy3 labeled probe mix (Kreatech) was used which detects the centromeric regions of chromosomes 1, 5 and 19.
Strand-specific RNA-seq library preparation and RNA sequencing 4 mg of DNase I treated RNA underwent Ribosomal depletion using RiboZero rRNA removal kit Human/ Mouse/Rat (Epicentre) following manufacturer's protocol. RNA-seq library was prepared with ribosomal depleted RNA using TruSeq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 (Illumina) with modifications to preserve strand information as described. 80 Quality and size distribution of the prepared libraries was assessed with Experion TM DNA 1K Analysis Chips, and was used for molarity calculation. 8 RNA-seq libraries were barcoded using Tru-Seq RNA Sample Prep Kit v2 provided barcodes and pooled in equal molarities. 50bp single-end RNAsequencing was performed at the Biomedical Sequencing Facility (http://biomedical-sequencing.at/BSF/) using Illumina HiSeq 2000.
KBM7 RNA-seq alignment Raw RNA-seq data from each sample in fastq format was aligned using STAR 55 with default parameters: STAR_2.3 -genomeDir hg19genome_no_splice_junction_database_provided -readFilesIn [sample.fastq] -runThreadN 8 -genomeLoad NoSharedMemory -outFileNamePrefix [sample] -outStd SAM -outSAMmode Full. Output was converted to BAM and sorted using samtools software. This resulted in average 35 million of uniquely mapped reads per sample with low standard deviation of 1.0 million reads. (Table S1D ).
Differential gene expression analysis
RefSeq annotation downloaded from UCSC table browser on 27th January 2014 was used (filter: "name does match NM Ã ," 36,734 isoforms, RefSeq_NM.gtf). Cuffdiff 59 (version 2.2.1) was used for expression level (FPKM) estimation and differential expression analysis with the following command: cuffdiff RefSeq_NM.gtf -p 7 [replicates group1] [replicates group2] -labels [label group1], [label group2] -library-type fr-firststrand -mask-file pseudogenes.gtf. The outputted list of significantly differentially expressed genes was additionally filtered and only genes showing at least 3-fold change between non-truncated controls (WT2, WT3, C1, C2, replicate group1) and truncated cell lines (3kb1, 3kb2, 100kb1, 100kb2, replicate group2) were kept resulting in the list of 41 genes. Pairwise comparisons performed for further filtering: WT2, WT3 (replicate group1) versus C1, C2 (replicate group2) and 3kb1, 3kb2 (replicate group1) 100kb1, 100kb2 (replicate group2).
KBM7 cell lines clustering based on differential gene expression Expression level (FPKM) of RefSeq protein coding genes was calculated in each of 8 samples separately using Cuffdiff (same command as above, no replicates). Expression of 41 significantly differentially expressed genes (Fig. 5A ) or was used to perform unsupervised clustering of the samples. Heat map was built in R using pheatmap function with options clustering_distance_colsD "canberra," clustering_distance_rowsD "euclidean."
Expression calculation and gene trap insertion analysis GENCODE v19 lncRNA expression was calculated as RPKM (described above) separately for WT2 and WT3 cell lines. The average RPKM from both calculations was used in the figure. To determine the number of lncRNAs with gene trap insertion sites we downloaded cassette insertion sites from http://kbm7.genomebrowser.cemm. at/ in July 2015. Insertion sites can be updated and gene trap insertion sites used in this publication are available from http://opendata.cemm.at/barlowlab. Overlaps on the same strand with lncRNA annotations from GEN-CODE v19 were identified and overlapping annotations merged with bedtools software. GENCODE v19 lncRNA annotation was obtained at ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/ gencode/Gencode_human/release_19/gencode.v19. long_noncoding_RNAs.gtf.gz. To calculate position of gene trap insertions within the gene body we divided each GENCODE v19 lncRNA into 10 equally sized regions (numbered 1-10 starting at 5' end). Then we calculated the overlap of mapped gene trap insertion sites with these regions (bedtools) and created a sum of all insertions mapped to similar numbered regions.
